Building an Insect Brain

by Kai Zinn

The fluorescent red
wires in this electrician's nightmare is
the central nervous
system in a single
segment of a grasshopper embryo. The
two vertical trunks
are called the longitudinal connectives, and
they run the length of
the embryo. The
horizontal interconnections are called
commissures, and
there are two per
segment. (This photo
actually shows oneand-a-haH segments.)
Each red line is a
bundle of 10 or so
axons-the wires of
the nervous system-and every connective and commissure
has 15 to 20 bundles.
The yellow-green
band down the center
is the midline glial
cells that wrap up the
neurons' cell bodies
and processes.

Neuroscience is the study of the structure and
function of the brain, and of the other parts of the
nervous system that it controls. There are two
basic questions that neurobiologists study: how
does the brain work? and, how is it put together
during development? These two questions are
closely related, since the brain is like a giant
electrical circuit and the structure of that circuit
partially determines how it works.
The circuit's building blocks are nerve cells,
or neurons, and they have certain characteristics
in common. Every nerve cell has a nucleus,
which contains the genetic material, surrounded
by a cell body in which the proteins that make
up the cell's machinery are produced. Extending
out from the cell body are branching processeswirelike growths that make connections with
other cells. Most neurons have an array of input
processes, called dendrites, which receive signals
from other cells, and an output process called an
axon, which sends signals to other cells. The
actual connections between cells are made at
junctions called synapses, and each process usually contains many synapses. A single nerve cell
can have 10,000 to 100,000 input and output
connections.
There are thousands of different kinds of nerve
cells, each with a distinctive shape. These shapes
reflect the shape and organization of the nerve
cell's processes, which are tailored to its specific
functions. For instance, a retinal bipolar cell's
dendrites receive input from the eye's photoreceptors, and its relatively short axon sends output to
cells that form the optic nerve. A motor neuton's
cell body resides in the spinal cord, and its den-

A single nerve cell
can have 10,000
to 100,000
input and output
connections.

drites receive direct inputs from brain neurons in
the form of motor commands. The neuron transmits these commands via an axon that extends all
the way from the spinal cord to a muscle in, for
example, the forearm.
The structure of a nerve cell's processes is
largely determined by the pattern of genes activated, or expressed, within it and within the
target cells that it connects to. There are probably about 100,000 genes in the human genetic
blueprint, but only a fraction of them are active
in any given neuron at a particular time. An
initial pattern of gene expression is built into
each neuron at its birth, but the chemical and
electrical inputs that the cell receives change this
pattern. Thus, there is a synergy between gene
expression and communication among nerve
cells. Gene expression can determine the initial
connections between cells. Feedback through
these connections then regulates gene expression,
which in turn modifies the connections.
A nerve cell does not suddenly spring into
being with a full-blown array of processes. Rather, it begins life as a cell body from which the
processes must grow out toward their eventual
targets. The leading edge of each process is a
specialized structure called a growth cone, which
navigates through the surrounding tissue to the
target. Every process has a mission-a set of cells
it is driven to seek out and connect to.
My research group's goal is to identify and
understand the functions of the genes that control
the shape of a neuron and the connections it
makes to other cells. Which genes have to be
turned on for a cell to have a certain shape, and
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This cross section of
a rabbit cortex was
drawn by the Spanish
neuroanatomist
Santiago Ramon y
Cajal, who shared the
Nobel Prize for physiology or medicine
with Camillo Golgi in
1906. Golg; invented
a method of staining
individual nerve cells
so that they could be
easily seen under a
microscope. Ramon
y Cajal adapted the
method to the brain,
and established that
the neuron was the
fundamental unit of
the nervous system.

You can actually
hand-dissect a
grasshopper or
fruit-fly embryo,
if you don't drink
too much coffee
that morning.
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how do they control the cell's development and
growth? We try to answer these questions not
by studying the human brain, which is far too
complicated, but by looking at the nervous systems of insects, which are much simpler. Some
circuits in the insect equivalent of the spinal cord
have only a few hundred neurons, and the way in
which they connect to one another is completely
controlled by genetics. These circuits could be
described as hard-wired. The human brain, in
contrast, has a vast number of neurons, and most
of its connections are not hard-wired.
Most of the outer surface of the human brain
is composed of a deeply folded, layered sheet
called the cortex. Underneath this sheet is a
massive amount of wiring-processes like those
I mentioned above-that connects the different
parts of the brain to each other. Above is a view
of a cortex's six layers and a few of the cells within those layers. (The cells are actually much more
densely packed.) If you were to unfold it and
spread it out, the human cortex would be about
the size of a large pizza-box lid. The volume
underneath one square millimeter of cortical area
contains about 60,000 neurons, about four and a
half kilometers of wiring, and some 600 million
to 2.5 billion individual synapses. The entire
cortex has perhaps 720,000 kilometers of wiring,
which is very nearly enough to stretch from the
earth to the moon and back again, at least 10
billion neurons, and perhaps 10 15 synapses.
These numbers are so large that it's hard to
even begin to think about how to devise a plan
to study what directs them to form.
The problem of understanding how this struc-
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ture gets built, and where its blueprint information comes from, is further complicated by the
fact that it's not hard-wired, as I mentioned
earlier. The detailed pattern of connections is
different in every human-that's part of what
makes you a unique individual, with your own
memories and skills-in fact, it's different in
every individual mammal. Thus, we can't always
extrapolate from one brain to another. The patterns vary because the connections in the mammalian brain at birth are very different from what
they will be in the mature animal. As the baby
mammal interacts with its environment, these
acts of exploration essentially rewire its nervous
system. A human infant, for example, can't make
coordinated motions, can't focus its eyes, and
doesn't know what it's seeing. It can't really
interpret the world around it. A five-year-old
child, however, can do complex physical tasks,
such as assembling Lego blocks into an intergalactic battle cruiser, can communicate what it
sees and feels, and basically has a mature pattern
of connections within its brain.
There's experimental evidence for this rewiring. David Hubel, Torsten Wiesel, and their
colleagues at Harvard Medical School have shown
that if a monkey or a cat is kept from seeing out
of one eye during a critical period following
birth, the animal will never be able to see out of
that eye again. The researchers placed an opaque
patch over the eye-or even a translucent one
that admitted light but blurred out forms-and
then removed the patch after a couple of weeks.
Brain-activity measurements showed that no
inputs from the just-uncovered eye were reaching
the brain, even though the eye was perfectly functional. This is because the newborn starts out
with an unorganized pattern of connections
between the eyes and the brain. As the animal
looks around, feedback from the brain tells the
nerve cells in the eyes which connections are
providing useful information and should be
maintained, and which aren't and should be
changed or eliminated. If one eye is covered, the
animal receives useful information solely from the
other eye, whose connections proceed to take over
the entire part of the brain that should be driven
by both eyes. The connections get locked in
during the first several months of an animal's
life, and the displaced eye can never again provide input.
Given such dependence on the outside
environment, why should we think that anything
we learn about insect brains would be relevant
to understanding the human brain? A variety
of experiments over the last 10 years have shown
that many of the molecules that are used to wire

Below: A scanning
electron micrograph
of a grasshopper
embryo, magnified
some 25 times. Its
antennae are labeled
"A," and its legs a re
labeled "L." The
handbag it's clutching
in it s lowest set of
legs is actually
a fruit·fly embryo.

the nervolls system are the same in all organisms,
or largely the same. The existence of these socalled "chemoaffiniry molec ules" was proposed by
the late Roger Sperry, Caltech's Board of Trllstees
Professor of Psychobiology, Emeritus, who won
the Nobel Prize together with Hubel and Wiesel.
(Sperry studied optic-nerve regeneration in fish .
[For more on Sperry's theory of chemoaffinity, see
the memorial on page 31 of this issue.}) One
example of these omnipresent chemoaffinity molecules is shown above. The upper draw ing is
a cross section of the spinal cord of a vertebrate
embryo. A set of cells known as commissural
neurons (yellow) grows processes down toward
a structure called the floor plate (red), which lies
along the midline of the spinal cord's ventral , or
bell y, side. The growing processes turn at the
floor plate and extend along the leng th of the
spinal cord to form their final connections. A
molecule made in the floor plate tells t hese processes which way to grow. The lower drawing is
a cross section throug h an embryonic soil roundworm called a nematode, which has about 300
nerve cells in its whole body . Neurons in the
body wall similarly extend their axons down to
the ventral m idli ne (also in red), and t hey then
turn and grow along the ax is of the body . The
floor-pla te molecule was recen tl y d iscovered by
Marc Tessier-Lavigne and his colleag ues at UC
San Francisco, and it turns out that essentially
th e same molecule is found in the roundworm.
In fact, you can take t he molecule from a nematode and p ut it into a spinal cord cult ure, and
t he neurons will do the same th ings that they
would do if t he vertebrate molecule were there.

Such discoveries furnished the motivation
behind our work. We presume that in a genetically hard-wired circuit, a set of molecules
instructs the neurons to form the correct conneccions. In a system such as the mammalian brain,
interactions with the environment may redeploy
t hese same molecules (or ot hers like them) and
use them in new ways (Q rewire the system based
on what the animal experiences. If we study a
nervous system that is not extensively rewired,
we may be able (Q figure Out in detail the gene tic
rules that control the construction of its circuit.
These rules may also prove applicable (Q the
experience-driven rewiring of the mammalian
brain.
My research group works with grasshopper
and fruit-fly embryos. The twO organisms have
very similar central nervous systems, and many
of the individual connections between nerve cells
are the same in both. Back in the early 1980s,
Corey Goodman's laboratory (then at Stanford ,
now at UC Berkeley) performed many of the
classic experiments that defined the broad rules
for the assembly of the organisms' central nervous
systems, and showed that their circuits are highly
conserved between insect species. Each kind of
embryo has particular advantages. A grasshopper
embryo measures several millimeters long compared to a fly's one millimeter, and grasshopper
cells are much larger and ea<;ier to work with, but
fly genetics have been studied in great detail.
There are several techniques for making the
neural hardware and its wiring patterns clearly
visible. We can inject individual cells wi t h fluorescent dyes, and track where their processes go.
(You can ac tually hand-dissect a grasshopper or
fruit-fly embryo, if you don't drink too much
coffee that morning.) We also use antibodies that
recognize specific neuronal structures and bind to
them, staining them an easily visible brown. We
can even tag different antibodies with assorted
brightl y colored tails, so that we can see several
different structures at once. Once we've used one
of these methods, we flatten the segment out and
phorograph it under a microscope at a magn ification of about 500. W e use special types of microscopes, such as one called a confocal microscope,
to focus on a very thi n layer of tissue. Ord inary
microscopes collect light reflected from the en tire
thickness of the sample, so the details in any
particular layer are blurred by the layers above
and below it. A confocal microscope, however,
ha<; a pinhole above the sample through which
the refleered light must pass. The pinhole's d istance from the sample determines the layer whose
reflected light is allowed to pass. The pinhole is
scanned across the sample, and t he t ransmi tted
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The ladder of
bundles defines
the axons' possible
routes in the way
that a grid of city
streets defines
municipal bus
routes. A nd, like
a downtown bus
route, an axon
may follow one
street for a while,
then turn at an
intersection onto a
cross street, and so
on until it reaches
its destination.

Above: Identical seg·
ments of a grasshopper and a fly embryo
Iinset), identically
prepared, identically
stained, and shown
to the identical scale.
The axons, stained
brown, clearly reveal
the double-runged
ladder pattern. Since
the embryo is sym·
metrical around its
m idline, each cell on
the left has a twin on
the right. The blackstained cell bodies
are the neurons
named aCe (top cell

In each pair) and pee
(bottom cell in each
pair) In the diagram
on the opposite page.

Left: A whole fly
embryo's central
nervous system. The
developing brain is
the out-ed·focus blurs
at the top and to
either side of the
ladder. The double-

rungedladderisthe
Insect equivalent of
the vertebrate spina l
cord. Some of the
motor neurons that
lead a w a y from
it are a lso visible.
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light is recorded by a CCD camera.
In the fly, the wiring is compressed intO a
much smaller area, so it's more difficult to distinguish individual axon bundles- individual wires,
as it were. However, fruit-fly genetics have been
intensively studied for 75 years, so we have a
tremendous amount of inform at ion about the
contents of the fly's genetic blueprints. We can
create mutants in particular genes and see how
those mutations affec t the structure of the nervous system. That is, when we find a gene we
think does something impo rtant,"we can "knock
out" the gene-mutating it to rendet it nonfunctional. If something abnormal happens as a consequence, this provides clues to what the gene
does in a normal an imal. (These kinds of studies
on the structure and function of the fly nervous
system were pioneered at Caltcch in the early
1970s by Seymour Benzer, Boswell Professor
ofNeurosciencc, Emeritus, and his colleagues.)
Both species' embryos are divided up into
about 15 segments that, at early stages of development, ate very similar to one another. There
are subtle differences in the details of the neural
wiring fro m segment to seg ment within an
embryo, but the wiring in any segment in one
embryo is identical to that in the corresponding
segment in any other embryo at the same stage
of development. Thus our experiments are reproducible, which is often not possible with higher
organisms. Since the basic circui t is almost identical in each segment, if we can understand one
set of blueprints, we wi 11 understand them all.
Each segment contai ns a seerion of the ceorral
nervous system and a set of peripheral nerves.
The emire cemral nervous system (lefr) looks
like a ladder. The longitudinal connectivesthe sides of the ladder----<:xrend the length of
the embryo. The rungs are called commissures,
and they are bundles ofaxons that cross from one
connective to the other. (The first few rungs
become the brain.) Each segment coorains two
commissures. Like the mammalian spinal cord,
the insect nerve cord contains motor neurons that
send axons to specific muscles in the body wall.
These motor connections are identical in every
embryo, as J mentioned above, and their developmem has been studied in detail by many people.
The embryonic peripheral nervous system consists of sensory neurons, whose shape and arrangement are also invariant. The sensory neurons
carry input from the environment. Their cell
lxxIies lie near sensory organs, and they extend
processes to the nerve cord and make specific
connections. When the embryo hatches, these
neurons will receive pressure and chemosensory
input that will tell the larva such things as which
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Above: The brown,
blotty, spiky thing
in the top center
of this photo is the
growth cone of an
axon on the move,
sniffing its way
through the jungle of
tissue cells in search
of its target. The
neuron's cell body is
about 14 inches away
from the growth cone
at this scale, down
somewhere to the
lower right.
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Left: A partial wiring
diagram of a segment.
The circles are cell
bodies; the arrows
are axons. The 10
vertical lines on the
diagram's right-hand
side are individual
axon bundles in the
longitudinal connective, and the bundle
going off horizontally
to the right is the
intersegmental nerve.
Cells of the same
color come from a
common ancestor.
Neurons aCe and
pCC, stained black
on the opposite page,
are colored red here.
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side is up, and where [() find food. Much of the
work on the development of the fly peripheral
nervous system has been done in the laboratory
of Yuh Nung Jan (MS '70, PhD '75) and Lily
Jan (MS '70, PhD '74), at UC San Francisco.
Within each commissure and connective
there are 15 or 20 different axon bundles, each
of which might contain 10 axons. The ladder
of bundles defines the axons' possible routes in
the way that a grid of city streets defines municipal bus routes, And, like a downtown bus route,
an axon may follow one street for a while, then
turn at an intersection onto a cross street, and
so on until it reaches its destination.
Part of the wiring diagram for a segment
at an early stage of development is shown above.
At this point, each segment has about 250 nerve
cells, each of which can be individually identified.
So, for instance, in every grasshopper embryo you
examine, you'll find sister cells called aCC and
pCe. The aCC cell always sends irs axon our
along the intersegmental nerve and on to a dorsal
muscle, while pCC's axon takes a different route
along a longitudinal connective, Cell aCe is a
motor neuron, while pCC is an interneurona type of cell that makes connections only
between other neurons. Thus, even though they
came from the same parent cell, the twO neurons
end up doing very different things.
Every cell within the array knows its identity,
and which bundle it should extend its axon
along, The axon's growth cone (at left) senses
the environment and determines where the
process should go. The growth cone probably
recognizes markers on the sur£'1.ces of the bundles

it encounters that tell it "this bundle is different
from that bundle, and this is where f'm supposed
to turn." This is called the labeled-pathways
hypothesis. So in the example above, the one cell
is expressing the pattern of genes that makes it
cell aCe, and its growth cone is looking for a cue
that says "aCC rurn here." This cue will allow it
ro follow the correct pathway.
Experiments done in Goodman's laboratory,
in which the growth cone's target was renl0ved ,
have provided evidence for such labeled pathways. Consider a neuron that's supposed to find
a pathway defined by the axon of another neuron.
If you kill the second neuron with a laser, the
first neuron's growth cone will grow to where
the pathway should be, and then stop or wander
randomly, It can't continue on its prescribed
route, because its pathway is missing.
We'd like to understand how rhe cell makes
the sequence of decisions that ultimately sends
an axon along a predetermined route to make a
particular connection. We could ask two basic
questions about this process. First, how does a
cell know it's supposed to be a nerve cell ar all?
Why didn't it become something else? What
molecules made it choose a career as a neuron?
Second, how does a nerve cell choose the route
along which it should extend its growth cone?
This question has three parts: the initial decision
to choose a particular pathway; subsequent
decisions to rurn off that pathway onto others;
and finally, the decision to stop when the tatget
is reached. For instance, in the watercolor sketch
on the next page, we can ask what molecular
information tells the axon to go straight across
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The growth cone
has to communicate back to the
cell body and
say, liThis is the
wrong pathway,"
or "We're up here,
and we should
make a turn to
the left."

Right: The right·hand
half of the sheet of
neuron-progenitor
cells In a grasshopper
embryo segment.
Neuroblast 1·1 is the
red cell in the upper
le ft corn er. This is a
double-stained micro-

graph-t he red·
f lourescing antibody
binds to neurons,
while the green one
binds to mesectoderm
cells, which define the
midline. Where both
markers bind to the
same cell , thei r
superposition comes
out yellow, marking
t he sheath glial cells
that surround the
neuroblasts. The
green st rip along the
photo's lett edge is
t he segment's
midline.

B
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Right: A growth cone,
having memorized its
route map, must be
able to read the street
signs in order to know
where to tum. It
somehow distingush.
es the various path·
ways, although not
by their color. This
sketch shows the
growth cone interact·
ing with each path·
way in tum as it feels
its way along.

the red pat hway, the n rum right on the g reen
pathway, and finall y rum left on the blue pathway and make a connection near the ye llow
pathway. As mentioned above, these decision
mechanisms involve surface contact between the
g rowth cone and the pathways. They also involve
signaling events, because the growth cone has to
communicate back to the cell body and say, "This
is the wrong pathway," or "We' re u p here, and
we should make a rurn to the left." The cell body
then has to make new proteins that will cause the
g rowth cone to change its direction of g rowth.
T o consider the first q uestion, of neuronaJ
career choice, we have to undersrand how the
cells that will give rise to neurons are organized.
The neural zone of an insect embryo starts out as
a gtidlike sheet of neuton-p rogen itor cells called
neuroblasts, which we ident ify by their row and
column number. The biography and genealogy
of each of th ese cells is geneti cally predetermined ,
and has been exhaustively stud ied on the cellular
level. We know what each cell, and its descendants, is going to do before it does. For example,
one red cell in the illustration at left is neuroblast
1-1. This will divide to produce a set of daughter
cells, and the first daughter cell will in turn
divide to produce the aCC and pCC neutons.
The other neuroblasts produce other neurons
that also have their ow n unique identities.
Some neuroblasts also generate glial cells,
wh ich are support cells that wrap up an axon
and ins ulate it. Nerve act ivity is fundam entally
an electrical phenomeno n, and without the glial
cells for insul at ion, the neurons wouldn 't be able
to ftmction. The two kinds of cells are easy to

Top: By their shapes
ye shall know them:
a neuron (left) has a
round cell body with
a long process
extending from it,
while a glial cell has
an irregular shapethis one h as scalloped
edges and a bulbous
proc ess on top.
Middle: This fruitfly embryo will soon
divide itself into
segments a long the
dotted lines, under
the direction of two
m aster-regulatory
genes called evenskipped (being
expressed in the
brown-st ained cells)
and engrailed (in the
black·stained cells).
Bottom; T he red
cell at the t ip of t his
column of cells is
called the MNB, or
median neuroblast,
and it has been
caught in the act of
dividing. (The MNB's
yellow filling is its
chromosomes moving
apart.) Previous
divisions of the MNB
gave rise to the pillar
of red nerve cells as
well as the green glial
c ells surrounding
them. The other
yellow regions are a
superposition effect.
Below: This posterior
m idline glial cell has
been nicknamed
"Batman" for its
winglike processes.
To see why, turn
the magazine upside
down.

distinguish- neurons are round and have
processes, and glial cells are irregularly shaped .
We want to discover what information
instructs a particular neuroblast ro generate
the specific set of daughter cells that it produces.
But, as I have JUSt shown, that sequence of events
actually encompasses several decisions. We have
studied the molecular basis for one of them: how
does a ne urob last daughter decide whether to
become a neuron or a glial cell? Two of the molecules we've looked at that may be involved in
cell-fate decisions are called the engrailed and
even-skipped proteins. (The term "engrailed"
comes from heraldry, and refers to a wavy line
t hat resembles a row of fish scales. It looks a
bit like the normal pattern of bristles on a fly's
wing-a pattern that changes in the mutant.)
T he engrailed an d even-skipped proteins bind to
DN A, the genetic material, and switch genes on
or off. Gene regulation is like a pyramid. At the
pyramid's apex are the master regulators, which
control a battery of secondary regulators, which
conerol the final products at the pyramid's base.
That is, some genes cause the synthesis of protein
molecules that control the expression of other
genes, which then cause the synthesis of the
protein molecules that actually make up the cell.
So once a developi ng cell makes the dec ision to
switch on a master regulator, that decision determines everything that happens subsequently.
The engrailed and even-skipped proteins are master regulators, and are found in both insects and
humans. In the early fruit-fly embryo, these two
molec ules are expressed in alternating stripes, and
they determine segmentation. There is one
engrailed st ripe per segment. Later on, these
stripes control the identi ties of the neuroblasts
that arise from t hem. So, for instance, neuroblast
1-2, which makes the engrailed protein, will give
rise to a different set of cells than will 1-1, wh ich
does not. Similarly, the fitst daughtet of 1-1 (bur
nor of 1-2) makes the even-skipped protein, and
this may control the identi ties of the cells that it
produces.
One lineage that Barry Condron, a postdoctoral fellow in my lab, has studied in detail is shown
at left. The sequence begins with the MNB, or
med ian neuroblast, an unpaired cell at the segment's midline. It g ives rise to a certain set of
neurons, which, along with the axons they produce, are labeled red. In addicion, it generates
all those g reen cells, which are glial cells that
wrap up the bundle of ted axons. Thus, the
MNB is multi potent-it can generate both
neurons and glia. Since the cells in the MNB
lineage produce the master-regulator engrailed
protein, we can ask if its presence affects whether
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Opposite, A: The
now·familiar centralnervous-system
segment, stained
black with an anti.
body that recognizes
all neurons. "A com"
is the anterior com·
missure and IIp com"
the posterior one,
"con" Is one of the
longitudinal connec·
tives. and "ISN" is
the intersegmental
neuron.
B: An antibody specif·
ic for fasciclin I binds
only to the ladder's
rungs.
C: A fasciclin II anti·
body binds exclusively to the ladder's
sides.

Above, left: The nor·
mal product of the
MNB's divisions is
a grapelike bunch
of nerve·cell bodies
hanging from a stem
ofaxons (both in red),
almost invisible within
their sheath of green
glial cells that fit
tighter than control·
top pantyhose.
Right: Sabotage the
engrailed gene, and
the glial cells never
appear, but are
replaced by extra
nerve cells.

10

a give n cycle of cell div ision produces a neuron
or a support cell.
If MNB doesn 't activate the engrailed gene,
something quite interesting happens. If we
microinject the ,;euroblas t with DN A that prevents the engrailed protein from being expressed
by its offspring, the resu lt is shown above righr.
There are no green cells at all- that is, the g lial
cells that normally enclose the axons didn 't form.
Instead, there's a larger than normal number of
red cells. (A normal embryo is shown at left for
comparison.) The red cells are irreg ul arl y shaped,
because they' re nO[ held in by the sheath of g reen
g lial cells. Unconfi ned, the extra neurons bu rst
OUt of the side of the bundle and form something
like a little rumor, which has a ve ry charaCteris tic
shape. So, wi thout the engrailed gene, all the
progeny become red cells. This molecule apparently de termines wheth er a neu roblast's daugh ters become neurons or glia .
Whjch leads to the second ques tion we' re
explori ng: what happens once a cell has opted to
become a neuron? What cues does it use to know
in which direction co extend its growth cone?
You might imagi ne that if the growth cone
wanted to turn at the second cross-path , it would
be looking for a signpost molecule that was on
the second path but not the first. These signposts
could be protein molecules on the surf..,ccs of
axo ns ahd cell bodies along rhe parhways. Such
proteins would have particular shapes that would
be recognized by other protei ns on the g rowth
cone's surfaces, and would tell the g rowth cone
to turn left or right. To idemify th ese signposts,
one mig ht search for protei ns that are expressed
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only on the surfaces of cells along particu lar pathways. The who le set of such molecules mig ht
determ ine the set of all poss ible decisions that
anyone g rowth cone could make.
Two sllch proteins, identified by Michael
Bastiani in Goodman's laboratOry, are shown on
the opposite page. Fasc icl in I is expressed only
on one bundle in each commissllre or rung. Fascidin II, in contrast, appears only on th e longitudinal pathways at th is stage of development . So,
for ins tance, a nerve cell mig ht know that it has
to recog nize fasciclin I, and rum left on that
pathway. Once it did so, it would know th at it
should then search for a path way tha t has fasciclin
II, and turn right whe n it gO t th ere, and so on.
We can test these rul es by mak ing mutants.
For example, if a fl y embryo does not make fasciel in I (and a certain ge ne controll ing something
else has also bee n mutated), then none of the
commissures form. The embryo generates a
nervous system that lacks crossbars, but still
contains th e long itudinal pathways. If we could
make mutations of the whole set of sLLch genes,
and combi ne these mutants in d iffere nt combinations, we might und erstand the set of rules
involved in cons[funing the array.
We're also searching for th e molecules on the
g rowth cone that could read the signposts and
tell the cell whether ie's going [he rig ht way.
One such set of molecules are the protein-tyrosine
phosphatases (PT Pases). Shin-Shay Tian and
Chand Desai, posrdocroral fellows in my lab,
have show n that four of these PTPases are found
on mos t or all growth cones. The molecules are
then left behi nd on the axons of the cen tral ner-
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Below: Wired for
sight-the fly's
embryonic eye disk
(labeled "ed") is in the
upper left comer. The
red bundle running
from it to the brain's
optic lobe (at center)
is the optic nerve.
The cells bearing
PTPases on their
surfaces fluoresce
green, and the orange
dots (arrowed) are
where connections
are being made
between the nerve
and the brain. The
scale bar at lower
left is five microns.
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Above, left: A normal
fly central nervous
system.
Right: A double
mutant that doesn't
make fasciclin I, and
whose central nera
vous system is a
rungless ladder. The
scale bar at bottom
right is 20 microns.

VOUS system ladder after the grow th cone moves
on , at whkh poi ne they may serve a second, as
ye t unknown, function. T hey are also expressed
in the developing larval brain's optic lobes, as
shown below. These are regions that receive
jnput from the neurons in the fl y's eye. it is
possible that the PTPases have roles in dete rmining the organ ization or function of the axons
arriving from the eye.
These PTPases ace proteins that span the cell
membrane. The pan of the mo lecule outside the
cell probably recognizes proteins on another cell
surface, and the part inside the cell catalyzes a
chemical reanion that removes a phosphate
group from another protei n, which in turn sends
a sjgnal within the celL So these molecules could
couple pathway recog nition to a signal that tells
the cell to make a decision. They are highly con·
served by evolution-for exam ple, the PTPases
called DLAR (follnd in flies) anel LAR (found in
humans) have very similar stru ctures. Whenever
a molecule is this si milar in such different species,
it probably mC'dns that it does something of fundamental importance. Once evolu t ion finds
something (hat works, it sticks with it.
In summary. I've shown a few examples of
molecules that are involved in the construction
of the insect axonal array. But even insects are
very complex. They may have abollt 25,000
genes, of which at least half are involved in the
construction of the nervous system. It's going
to take a long t ime to understand how all those
genes interact. The system is sti ll very much a
black box. Ollr experimenrs are basicall y fishing
expeditions-we' re JUSt searching for genes rhat
have something to do wi th (hi s process, and then
categorizing them by what they do. We're not at
the stage yet where we can define an overall
hypothes is for the mechanism by wh ich the
circuit is pur together. OUI lab hopes to learn
about some aspects of th e puzzle, and to ex trapolate this knowledge into figuring out something
about how verteb rate brains, and thus the human
brain, are put rogether. ,
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